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University of Minnesota, Morris Mission
The University of Minnesota, Morris (UMM) 
provides a rigorous undergraduate liberal arts 
education, preparing its students to be global 
citizens who value and pursue intellectual growth, 
civic engagement, intercultural competence, 
and environmental stewardship. As a public land 
grant institution, UMM is a center for education, 
culture, and research for the region, nation, 
and world. UMM is committed to outstanding 
teaching, dynamic learning, innovative faculty 
and student scholarship and creative activity, and 
public outreach. Our residential academic setting 
fosters collaboration, diversity, and a deep sense 
of community.
The University of Minnesota is committed to the 
policy that all persons shall have equal access to 
its programs, facilities, and employment without 
regard to race, color, creed, religion, national 
origin, sex, age, marital status, disability, public 
assistance status, veteran status, or sexual 
orientation. 
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In February Bill Stewart, retired director of the Minority (now Multi-ethnic) Student 
Program, celebrated his 90th birthday. You can celebrate with Bill in Minneapolis  
on May 2. Visit morris.umn.edu/alumni/billstewart to learn more and to send Bill a 
birthday message!
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chancellor’s message
I was at a table with a group of students a few weeks ago, and one of them asked me where I was from.  
“Hmmmmm,” I thought to myself.  “How do I answer that question? does he want to know where I grew up?  
or does he wonder about the place where I have spent the most years of my adult life?” For me, these two 
answers differ.
while no doubt I was overthinking his question, it gave me pause, a chance to consider the concept of 
home—a concept featured in this issue of Profile. In the end, I answered his question as most of us probably 
would, with reference to my hometown, waukesha, wisconsin.  
I haven’t lived in that community since I was 17, when I moved away to attend 
college. nevertheless, waukesha continues to occupy a special place in my heart and 
my head. It’s where my values were formed; where relationships began and ended. 
It’s where my parents lived and died. It’s where I began my education—at Randall 
elementary School, the same school that my mother attended when she was a girl. 
It provides an anchor and a sense of continuity.  
In turn I asked the young man who had posed the question to me where he was 
from. In his case, the answer was complicated. “I was born in one country,” he said, 
“and I retain a strong sense of national identity. But I lived the first years of my 
life in a different country, in a refugee camp, and have only recently come 
with my family to the u.S.” Minnesota is now home, but it’s not the only 
place he is from.
It occurs to me that calling a place your “home” entails being “from” 
that place and also being “of” that place. It means taking the values of 
the place with you wherever you go; it means holding that place in your 
heart and head for as long as you live. At its best, it means that you 
always think of that place that you are from and of as having played a 
major role in shaping your life, your future.   
Many of Morris’s students will spend no more than four years at 
this, their temporary “home” on the prairie. And yet the impact of 
this place on them is both profound and enduring. They will always 
consider Morris among their homes—a place where they learned 
to lead; where they made mistakes; where they grew intellectually; 
and where they confronted ethical and social dilemmas whose 
solutions stay with them for a lifetime. They are, and always  
will be, “from Morris” and “of Morris.”
These former students moved on. But others who came 
to Morris as students stayed or later returned, transforming 
their temporary home into a more permanent one. They’ve 
come back to serve as city government leaders; as the high-
school principal; as the newspaper publisher. They’ve established 
businesses here; they are now faculty members at their alma mater. 
You will read about their stories here.  
You will also find in this issue the story of a man who is “from 
this place”—who considers Stevens County his lifelong home—but 
who is not otherwise connected to the campus. And yet this man, 
and a growing number of others like him, have found alignment between 
Morris’s mission and goals and their own. These individuals have generously 
provided resources to the university to preserve for generations to come the 
kind of educational experience that happens here, in their home. Home… is 
where the heart is; home is where the head is. Morris, a place called home.
 
 
Message from Chancellor Jacqueline R. Johnson
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Giving to Morris 
In partnership with the University of 
Minnesota Foundation, 100 percent of all 
gifts designated to Morris are received by 
and invested in the Morris campus. The 
Foundation serves as the legal, charitable 
entity for the University system. 
The Morris campus welcomes all forms of 
financial gifts in any amount in support of 
its mission and in pursuit of strategic goals. 
There are many ways to give, and we are 
happy to assist you in determining the  
best way based on your individual situation. 
Read “Ways to Give” at morris.umn.edu/
givetomorris, then contact a development 
team member for a personal consultation.
Susan Schmidgall 
chief development officer 
320-589-6160 
sschmidg@morris.umn.edu
Alisande Allaben  
annual giving and database coordinator
320-589-6396
allabeam@morris.umn.edu 
Janell Kolden ’89 
gift and stewardship administrator
320-589-6456
koldenj@morris.umn.edu
Jeff Lamberty ’99 
office and project specialist
320-589-6386
lamberjj@morris.umn.edu
Carla Riley ’85
director of external relations 
320-589-6066
rileycj@morris.umn.edu
Laura Thielke ’95 
gift funds specialist
320-589-6494 
thielkel@morris.umn.edu
Visit Fund Development online. 
morris.umn.edu/givetomorris
Farewell to Vice Chancellor for 
External Relations Maddy Maxeiner ’76
Vice Chancellor for external 
Relations Maddy Maxeiner ’76 retired 
from her position last semester. during 
Maddy’s tenure Morris launched its 
first marketing and branding initiative; 
strengthened its work in external 
relations; and increased the campus’s 
capacity in scholarships, donors, 
dollars, and student scholarship 
recipients.
“Her keen sense of humor, her 
ability to match donor interests with 
campus needs, and her dedication to 
Morris and its constituents have made 
a lasting impact,” writes Chancellor 
Jacqueline R. Johnson. “no one has 
a more profound understanding of 
Morris’s mission.”
The entire university of 
Minnesota development community is 
grateful for all Maddy gave to this place, 
and we wish her well as she moves into 
this new phase of her life.
It Takes a Village: Scholarship  
Jubilee 2014
Inspired by the notion that “It takes a village to ensure our future,” this year’s annual 
Scholarship Jubilee was bigger and better than ever before. The event gave more than 250 
students, donors, family members, and friends the chance to celebrate talented awardees 
and the generous individuals who make their scholarships possible. Thank you for being 
part of our village!
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Close to home
one often thinks of donors as lifelong friends of the institution, but that isn’t 
always the case. Varying degrees of connection to the campus can inspire unique and 
meaningful gifts; one of these recently came from John Tvedt, an area farmer who 
has created an incredible legacy for the university of Minnesota, Morris.
Tvedt has made a generous bequest gift to the Morris campus. In addition to 
its singularity and significance, another exceptional characteristic of this gift is the 
donor’s previous connection—or lack thereof—to the campus. Having observed it for 
a number of years, however, Tvedt was impressed by Morris’s agricultural roots and 
commitment to environmental sustainability.
“My decision probably started with the campus’s sustainability work and 
agricultural background,” says Tvedt. “I’m really interested in that, and I feel it 
needs to keep moving on like it has been. There’s always going to be a great future in 
that type of thing.”
To ensure Morris’s ability to continue this work, Tvedt will leverage his future 
gift to create the John Tvedt Scholarship Fund and the Tvedt Family Strategic 
Initiative Fund. The scholarship will aid first-generation Minnesota students 
studying within the science and math or social sciences divisions, while the strategic 
initiative fund will finance future, yet-unknown campus needs. Both will have 
significant impacts on the University and its students.
“Mr. Tvedt has shown such generosity and vision in how he’s allocated his  
gift, and we are grateful to receive it,” says Chancellor Jacqueline R. Johnson.  
“To support the education of our students and to provide for our prospective  
needs demonstrates compassion and thoughtfulness. we are pleased to count  
such an individual amongst our friends.”
Tvedt is more modest in his description of the gift. expressing a desire simply to 
assist those in need, he adds that he just wants to help students get started and enable 
them to go on to achieve great things.
“one thing that helped me make my decision to make a gift to the university of 
Minnesota, Morris was that I consider the Morris campus to be local, and I wanted 
to give locally. I feel that it can grow, though, and go much further. By giving to the 
scholarship fund, it can reach far beyond local.”
with his considerable gift, Tvedt is doing all this and more.
“My decision probably 
started with the campus’s 
sustainability work and 
agricultural background. I’m 
really interested in that, and  
I feel it needs to keep 
moving on like it has been. 
There’s always going to be  
a great future in that type  
of thing.”
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Be Free, and  
Fare Thee well
“The chiefest action for a man of great spirit is never to be out  
  of action... the soul was never put into the body to stand still.”
—John webster
Chancellor emeritus Samuel Schuman passed away in 
november at the age of 72. Among myriad accomplishments, 
Schuman was known for furthering public liberal arts colleges as 
an important genre of American higher education.
Schuman was born in 1942 to Marie and Stanton Schuman. 
He graduated from Grinnell College with a bachelor of arts  
in english literature in 1964 and continued his studies at  
San Francisco State university, earning a master of arts in 1966. 
He completed a doctor of philosophy at northwestern university 
in 1969.
Schuman became dean and vice chancellor for academic 
affairs at Morris in 1995. He was later named acting Chancellor 
(1998–2000) and Chancellor (2000–06). during his tenure, 
Morris made significant progress in major campus initiatives, 
including sustainable energy, study abroad, and campus expansion 
and improvements. It was during this time that Morris successfully 
completed its first major capital campaign and rose to U.S. News & 
World Report’s top-five national public liberal arts colleges list.
As vice chancellor for academic affairs, Schuman led the 
semester conversion process and managed Morris’s successful 
re-accreditation. As chancellor, he led the campus through 
more than $60 million in new construction as well as Campaign 
Minnesota, during which almost $10 million in private support 
was raised. Schuman also was instrumental in facilitating Cougar 
Athletics’ successful transition to national Collegiate Athletic 
Association Division III status. He led the effort to have the 
campus declared a national historic district as well.
“He raised and elevated what it means to be Minnesota’s 
public liberal arts college and why that mission is an important 
one, and the unique niche we hold in higher education,” said 
Sandra Olson-Loy, vice chancellor for student affairs.
In his 11 years at Morris, Schuman championed important 
campus causes as well as the idea of public liberal arts education. 
He devoted himself to Morris and its mission and has left behind 
both an impressive legacy and a stronger campus community.
“You are going to be oK.”
—Sam Schuman
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Alumni remember Chancellor schuman
“I took a Chaucer class with him, and it inspired me 
like few classes ever have. Peace to Dr. Schuman 
and his family.” 
—Mark Huttemier ’99
“Rest easy, Dr. Schuman. Thank you for your 
leadership and support of that diamond on the 
prairie known as Morris.”
 —Craig Vogl ’05
“Such a kind and generous person;  
he will be missed.”
—Kate Hunt ’07
Condolences submitted via Facebook
Be Free, and  
Fare Thee well
In His own words…
“I do not know how wisely I can love and lead uMM, but I’ll do my best, 
and I do promise that I will love it well.”
—Inaugural chancellor address, September 2000
“As a top-rank liberal arts college with a focused mission and a 
deliberately small population, we can offer—indeed, almost mandate—an 
undergraduate experience which is balanced and coherent and integrated, 
one in which what you do in the afternoon and the evening fits what 
you do in the morning. I like to think of such successful small college 
undergraduate experience as being like a work of art—it has a beginning, 
a middle, and an end; it has a frame; it is rich and diverse, but everything 
within it exists in a coherent relationship with everything else.”
—“o Brave new world,” october 2003
“You’re going to be oK. Really, you are. we will do our part: we will 
cherish you and try to pay attention to each of you, individually as a 
person. Most of all, we will teach you. And we know you are capable of 
doing your part: keeping an open mind, sticking to the work habits which 
got you here in the first place, making sure your priorities stay straight, 
learning. You are going to be oK.”
—opening student convocation, 2005
Schuman with his wife, nancy, and dog tigra. 
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education
	 •	Wendy	Emo,	assistant	professor	of	education,	took	part	in	the	Council	of	Public	Liberal	Arts	Colleges	(COPLAC)	 
  2014 Summer Institute. The Institute brought together faculty and staff members from 14 COPLAC campuses  
  across the country.
	 •	 Education	Minnesota	Student	Program	officers	Cody	Shaffer	’16,	Emily	Sunderman	’16,	Katelyn	Klassen	’16,	and	 
  Robert Meier ’17, attended the 2014 Education Minnesota statewide conference.
	 •	Gwen	Rudney,	professor	of	education,	has	been	elected	president	of	the	Minnesota	Association	of	Colleges	for	 
  Teacher Education (MACTE). MACTE serves all learners through its commitment to high and consistent standards  
  for every teacher.
humanities
	 •	 Frances	E.	Dolan,	professor	of	English	at	the	University	of	California-Davis,	delivered	the	Barber	Lecture,	 
  “Know Your Food: Turnips, Shakespeare’s Titus Andronicus, and the Local.”
	 •	Books	by	Bradley	Deane,	associate	professor	of	English,	and	Vicki	Graham,	professor	of	English,	were	released.
	 •	Dan	Demetriou,	assistant	professor	of	philosophy,	received	an	Immortality	Project	grant	for	research	that	explores	 
  civic immortality. This project was made possible through the support of a grant from the University of California,  
  Riverside, funded by the John Templeton Foundation. 
	 •	 The	Music	Discipline	held	its	first	Holiday	Soiree,	which	paired	festive	food	with	seasonal	music.
science and mathematics
	 •	Alayna	Johnson	’15,	Poplar,	Wisconsin,	conducted	ecological	research	at	Harvard	Forest,	a	department	of	the	 
  Faculty of Arts and Sciences of Harvard University. 
	 •	Anna	Pratt	’15,	Shoreview,	received	a	National	Wildlife	Federation	fellowship	for	her	work	with	climate	dialogues	in	 
  the Morris community. 
	 •	 The	division	welcomed	Kathryn	Sullivan	Montovan	’05,	assistant	professor	of	math	at	Bennington	College,	as	the	 
  2014 Latterell Visiting Alumnus.
	 •	 The	American	Indian	Science	and	Engineering	Society	(AISES)	Chapter	received	the	Outstanding	Community	 
  Service Award at the 2014 National Conference. Joe Alia, associate professor of chemistry, was named Advisor  
  of the Year.
social science
	 •	Work	by	Heather	Peters,	associate	professor	of	psychology,	and	Teresa	Luckow	Peterson	’91,	teaching	specialist,	 
  was selected by Sanford Health as part of the Collaborative Research Center for American Indian Health and its  
  pilot grants program.
	 •	 Jennifer	Kolpacoff	Deane,	associate	professor	of	history,	delivered	the	second	Founder’s	Convocation,	“Freeing	 
  Minds, Minding Freedoms,” in September.
	 •	 Ruth	Mazo	Karras,	professor	of	history	at	the	University	of	Minnesota,	Twin	Cities,	gave	the	O.	Truman	Driggs	 
  Distinguished Lecture in History. 
	 •	Michaelle	Browers,	associate	professor	of	politics	and	international	affairs	at	Wake	Forest	University,	delivered	 
  the Jooinn Lee Lecture.
DiVision uPDAtes
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AffordableColleges.com
Morris is one of the site’s “50 Most Affordable Public Schools for 
out-of-State Students.” one of 15 Minnesota schools listed, the 
campus is ranked #15 nationwide. 
Business Insider
Morris is one of the publication’s “104 Smartest Public Colleges in 
America.” It is one of only two Minnesota schools included on the 
list and is ranked #68 overall.
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching
Morris is among 83 colleges and universities selected to receive 
the foundation’s initial Community Engagement Classification for 
2015. This elective classification documents important aspects of 
institutional mission, identity, and commitments.
Fiske Guide to Colleges
Morris has been named one of the country’s best and most 
interesting colleges and universities and is featured in the 2014 
edition of the college guide.
Forbes
Morris has been named one of “America’s Top Colleges.” Among 
non-military institutions for which figures were reported, it 
ranked seventh-lowest in cost nationally.
Kiplinger’s Personal Finance
For the seventh consecutive year, the campus was included on this 
list of 100 best values in public colleges. Morris also was included 
on Kiplinger’s list of 24 best college values under $30,000/year.
Military Friendly Schools
For the fourth consecutive year Morris has been included on this 
list, which honors colleges that support American military service 
members and veterans as students.
Sierra
Morris is one of the magazine’s top-40 “Cool Schools” for 2014. 
The ranking lists universities that lead sustainability initiatives 
and make an effort to protect and preserve the environment.
U.S. News and World Report
The publication has again named Morris one of the nation’s “Top 
10 Public liberal Arts Colleges.” This is the sixteenth consecutive 
year in which Morris has been included on the list.
Washington Monthly
The magazine has named Morris one of its “Best Bang for the 
Buck” schools. The campus was the most highly ranked Minnesota 
school listed and third among liberal arts colleges nationwide.
Winds of Change
The magazine has again named Morris one of top 200 colleges for 
American Indian students. It was selected for graduating a high 
percentage of American Indian undergraduates and hosting a 
vibrant, supportive native student community.
Campus Accolades
Above: Gabe desrosiers ’05 leads a discussion during Morris’s 
celebration of native American Heritage Month. Top: Morris 
students help prepare a community meal for the campus’s sixth 
annual Martin luther King Jr. day of Service in January. 
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Bill Nye the Science Guy 
Comes to Morris
Scientist, engineer, comedian, author, and inventor 
Bill nye the Science Guy presented the fall 2014 Campus 
Activities Council Convocation, “Big Blast of Science.” nye 
spoke to a packed house about the myriad ways in which 
people everywhere can—“dare (he) say it—change the world.” 
He also took questions from the audience and Twitter 
before holding a question-and-answer session for a few 
lucky ticketholders.
nye is described as “a man with a mission: to help 
foster a scientifically literate society and to help people 
everywhere understand and appreciate the science that 
makes our world work.” He has starred in a number of 
award-winning television shows and has won seven national 
emmy awards. He currently hosts three television series.
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Three Morris Students Receive Scholarly Excellence in 
Equity and Diversity Award
Three Morris students have received the 2014 Scholarly excellence in equity and diversity Award: Michael Prideaux ’15, Brooklyn 
Center; Matthew Thompson ’15, Watertown, South Dakota; and Jayce Koester ’16, Eagan. Sponsored by the Office for Equity and 
diversity, the systemwide award honors and acknowledges diverse students doing outstanding work at the university of Minnesota, both 
in and out of the classroom. 
Koester, Prideaux, and Thompson—the only recipients from outside the university’s Twin Cities campus—joined seven other 
recipients to receive their awards at the annual equity and diversity Breakfast in november. Koester served as student speaker.
Morris Earns College Success 
Grants from Great Lakes 
Higher Education Guaranty 
Corporation
The outcomes of the Morris College Success Program have earned the campus two College Success grants from Great lakes Higher 
education Guaranty Corporation. The grants will provide tutoring, advising, mentoring, and counseling services and enhance existing 
alert processes to increase identification, referrals, and support for at-risk freshmen.
Great lakes College Success grants were awarded to two- and four-year colleges, universities, and community and technical  
colleges across Iowa, Minnesota, ohio, and wisconsin. The grant is just one way Great lakes Higher education Guaranty Corporation 
works to achieve its goal of helping more students benefit from their investment in higher education and graduate ready to reach their 
full potential.
Morris Welcomed 
Delegation from Germany
In october Morris welcomed a delegation from Saerbeck, 
north westphalia, Germany. Mayor wilfried Roos and Technical 
Advisor Guido wallraven joined a contingent from Minnesota to 
explore research being done on energy and renewable agriculture 
in the west central region. This visit concluded the delegation’s 
five-day tour of Minnesota.
This visit followed one by a Minnesota delegation last 
december, which included Vice Chancellor for Finance and 
Facilities lowell Rasmussen. It was sponsored, in part, by the State 
of Minnesota’s Office of Commerce. Photo courtesy of the Morris Sun Tribune.
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Homecoming 2014
In October alumni made their way back to Morris  
for the annual Homecoming celebration. From 
Cougar Athletics events to a celebration honoring 
John Q. Imholte, from a Phi Mu Delta reunion to  
the 50th anniversary of the UMMAA, Homecoming 
2014 was one for the books!
Alumni and Students Networking Day
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Enjoy more Homecoming photos 
online, and mark your calendars 
now for Homecoming 2015,  
October 2–4!
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It’s not every day you get the chance to sit down with a 
Nobel Laureate, but it can happen at Morris. Each fall the 
Distinguished Visiting Professor in the Liberal Arts program 
brings renowned scholars face-to-face with students, staff, 
and faculty, contributing to the campus’s quest for distinction 
in undergraduate education. This year’s honored guest was 
2003 Nobel Laureate Dr. Peter Agre; Laura Borkenhagen ’16, 
Truman, sat down with Agre to discuss his tenure at Morris  
and more. 
What do you hope students will take from your time here?
It’d be nice if they recalled this as a fun experience, rather 
than a serious scientific dialogue, and put a human face on 
a previous generation of science. I think some of them will 
remember this for a while. Others may not, but there’s no 
great mission or specific issue other than to be present and 
share and enjoy the scientific and other academic areas here 
in Morris. It’s really just to have a nice time. I did, and I hope 
others felt it was fun.
oPening Doors, heArts, 
AnD minDs: one-on-one 
with Dr. Peter Agre
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What are some lessons you learned as an undergraduate that  
apply to your life today?
It’s very dangerous to humiliate somebody else. The great 
American writer Maya Angelou once said, “I’ve learned that 
people will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, 
but people will never forget how you made them feel.” So I try to 
use humor to make points. It’s probably something I learned as 
an undergraduate, but I turn the humor on myself as opposed to 
somebody else. 
I’ve also learned it’s important to have dreams. It may change 
your direction. College is the time when dreams are formed more 
than any other time in life. You’re an adult, you have a degree 
of independence and a high level of expectation, and there are 
individual role models whom you won’t forget.
How has the field of science changed during your lifetime?
I’m 65 years old; when I was ten, we already had atomic energy 
and marvelous antibiotics and medications. Since then we’ve had 
a revolution in biology. We’ve redesigned molecules for medical 
applications. We’ve discovered new diseases. There’s been a 
warp-speed advance in what we know and what we can do, but 
the challenge is still there. Science is based on technological 
adaptions, but the human mind still has to ask questions, be 
inquisitive, form hypotheses. When we stop learning, when we stop 
experimenting, we just end up living in the past. Science is about 
the future and new adventures.
Where are we going now?
If we can apply the scientific understanding we have now, 
particularly in public health, we can really help society in immense 
ways. Even if we don’t make more dramatic discoveries in the next 
few years, we can still improve our lives by using the public health 
information that’s out there. Fortunately, that’s easy to do.
The University of Minnesota, Morris Distinguished Visiting 
Professorship in the Liberal Arts was established in 2001 by Dean 
and Vice Chancellor Emeritus Dr. Elizabeth S. Blake to celebrate 
and strengthen the success of the University of Minnesota, Morris 
as an undergraduate liberal arts campus and to contribute to its 
continuing quest for high distinction in baccalaureate education.
oPening Doors, heArts, 
AnD minDs: one-on-one 
with Dr. Peter Agre
how to: Become a  
nobel laureate
Wondering how Dr. Agre got to 
where he is today? Read on!
1. Begin in minnesota.
Agre was born in Northfield and 
completed his BA in chemistry at 
Augsburg College.
2. Continue with graduate 
study and a career in the 
academy.
He received his MD from Johns 
Hopkins University in 1974 and 
joined the faculty ten years later.
3. make a name for yourself in 
cell biology.
Agre’s lab was first renowned 
for its work in red-blood-cell 
biochemistry. In 1992 the lab was 
celebrated for discovering the 
aquaporins, earning Agre the 2003 
Nobel Prize in Chemistry.
“it’s important to 
have dreams. it 
may change your 
direction. College 
is the time when 
dreams are formed 
more than any other 
time in life.” 
Since its establishment in 1960, the 
university of Minnesota, Morris has fostered 
a spirit of self-discovery and thoughtful 
inquiry. Today that spirit is celebrated 
through the campus’s Founders Fund, which 
supports research that increases knowledge 
of Morris’s mission and vision. 
Four Founders Scholars have been 
named. Representing a range of academic 
disciplines, they have pursued research 
questions that reflect, challenge, investigate, 
and advocate for the campus’s public liberal 
arts mission.
The Founders Fund was established with 
gifts from a private donor in honor of 
the founding faculty of the university of 
Minnesota, Morris on the occasion of 
uMM’s 40th birthday.
Photos: Students and Founders Scholars 
discuss Morris’s approach to liberal 
learning at the second Founders Forum 
on the liberal Arts last november.
well Founded
Becca Gercken, associate professor of english and American Indian studies
“The Heart of our Mission is a drum: the Morris Indian School, uMM, and the liberal Arts” 
Aim: To understand not what the Morris Indian boarding school meant, but what it means and 
how it shapes us now as an institution dedicated to the public liberal arts
What drew you to this particular project?
what means the most to me about teaching at Morris is that I have the opportunity to teach 
American Indian Studies at a site once dedicated to destroying American Indian cultures. 
Thus I was inspired to think about what that might mean for the campus as  
a whole. 
Jennifer Kolpacoff Deane, associate professor of history
“Freeing Minds:  Minding Freedoms: History, the liberal Arts, and uMM”
Aim: To develop a clearer understanding of how Morris’s mission and liberal arts model 
differs from those earlier traditions
how will this project increase awareness of Morris’s mission and vision?
Morris, as a public liberal arts college, is at the very cutting edge of a historical trajectory 
linking democratic principles, social change, and the liberal arts. we need to keep talking 
publicly about the value of liberal arts education and developing an even clearer sense of 
what students gain and take away from their time here.
Ray Schultz, professor of theatre arts
“Inciting Controversy, Provoking Thought: Performing the  
liberal Arts”
Aim: To provide a forum for critical dialogue on the Morris campus through  
staged readings of theatrical works set on college campuses
What drew you to this particular project? 
Theatre has historically served as a platform to raise potentially 
controversial subjects and allow people to grapple with them intellectually 
as well as emotionally. The readings would be a springboard for the campus 
to consider issues as they are depicted in a particular play and how they 
relate to other contexts.
Margaret Kuchenreuther, associate professor of biology and 
environmental studies
 “In our Roots: Food, Agriculture, and the liberal Arts at uMM”
Aim: To explore how the campus can capitalize on its location and identify roles for 
food and agriculture in its liberal arts curriculum and co-curricular activities
how will this project increase awareness of Morris’s mission and vision?
Food and agriculture either influence or are influenced by economics,  
politics, environment, and health. They can be approached from ethical and 
historical perspectives, and there are plenty of ways that they are portrayed in  
art and literature.
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KUMM
Average low in January
population of Morris
enrolled students 2014-15
Average annual snowfall 
-1.5°F
46.2 inches
120
$3.99Average wind speed
17.97 mph
All-time low
February 17, 1946
-41.8°F
Average high
in July
All-time high
July 18, 1940
the number of fries 
on your plate at Don’s
cost for your Don’s fries
During WCCO's 2013 
Viewer's Choice 
awards, Don's Cafe 
was voted #1 for
Minnesota's Best 
Grilled Cheese.
82°F
109.4°F
“...you get swept away 
in a wind tunnel 
between buildings.”
   —Leslie Woolston ’93 
“...the population of 
the town increases 
by 50 percent 
between August 
and May.”
—Nathan Haseman  ’11 
“The community here is 
creative, driven, and 
relatively transparent...
we need each other, and 
it shows in how we work 
with one another to create 
an environment for ideas 
and collaboration to flourish.”
—Tim Lindberg ’06, 
assistant professor 
of political science
“...the winter 
sidewalks in 
town look more 
like hallways 
because there 
is so much snow.”
     —Carrie Bulger ’94 
Why do you choose to live in Morris?
Morris is a community where everybody knows your name; where you 
can attend a concert one week, a sporting event the next week, and 
a Pow Wow the following week; where you can get stuck in the snow 
for only a few minutes before someone drives up and asks, “need a hand?”
...It’s an ideal place to have a career, to raise a family, and to call “home.” 
                                                                                —Amy Doll-Wohlers ’90
“...you feel the world slow down.”
—Chelsea Rae Bell ’12 
“...your 'large fries' 
comes on its own platter.”
                        —Joe West  ’94
  “...you plan a weekend
around going to Target.”
            —Tim Hovde ’08 
5,333
1,813
students living on campus947
students living off campus866
alumni living in Morris456
alumni employed on campus100
alumni faculty15
Moo.
The Cow Palace, the lecture hall in John 
Q. Imholte Hall, earned its affectionate 
name during the years when the campus 
served as a residential agricultural high 
school (1910–63). 
“...you see 6 cars on the road and think, ‘oh no I've hit rush hour.’”
                  —Jacquie Blue ’18, Boise, Idaho
The weather really matters.
“...everyone in class did their
homework. Nerd alert, that 
was my favorite part of Morris,
the great discussions in class!”
—Jennifer Falzerano ’02
“...you know what the Cyrus game is.”
—Olivia Klemek ’15, Cold Spring 
“...you can pick up KUMM 
on your radio.”
—Joey Patterson  ’04 
“...KUMM fades in
from the static.”
—Laurel Cutright ’08 
“...you walk across the mall,
and it takes an hour because 
you talk with 10 or so people
you know.”
                          —Malinda 
                           Ridler ’10
“...you leave an 
eraser on a bookshelf 
and find it again 
two weeks later.”
—Lexi Sandberg ’17, 
                Clear Lake 
“...you can leave your door open all night without worrying 
about anyone coming in.”
                                       —Kassandra Brandvold ’16, Blaine “...you feel like you're home.”
—Kali Dale ’14 and Tabitha Morris ’10 
“...you can find several geocaches without using your car. 
Or really, anything without using your car.”
—Elizabeth Halaas ’12  
”...[there is] an entire community of friends
surrounding you every weekend.”
—Joe Mathews ’01
“...your first class is
in the Cow Palace.”
—Terri Bruns Hanson
OF UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA, MORRIS
EMPLOYEES ARE ALUMNI
“...when it’s -50 degrees 
in January...” 
    —Cory Schroeder ’16, 
                  Bloomington 
“...and school's still on.”
        —Reed Larsen ’15, 
                           Eagan 
“...you see the
wind turbines!”
—Collin Ireland ’14 
The two turbines produce 60% 
of the electricity for campus!
LOCAL RADIO
KUMM 89.7 FM
KKOK 95.7 FM
KMRS 1230 AM
WJFM 90.5 FM
Pizza + College = <3
Pizza is delivered in town 
by four establishments—
Bello Cucina, Casey’s, 
Pizza Hut, and Pizza Ranch.
Cyrus, Minnesota, population 279, 
is 9 miles east of Morris along Highway 28.
How far would you 
drive for Perkins?
Alexandria, Minnesota, 
population 11,580, 
is 44 miles away. 
SPEEDLIMIT55
You know you’re in Morris when...
Your rate of speed 
crossing the mall when 
you see 10 friends.
0.05mph
LOCAL NEWS
The Morris Sun 
Tribune is even 
published and edited 
by alumnae: Sue 
Baker Dieter ’86 and 
Kim Ukura ’08.
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Students get more than just the small public liberal arts 
experience at Morris. They get a friendly sense of place and 
belonging, be it through the windy days, the sounds of the 
train, or the short walks to a nice cup of coffee. At Morris, 
home is always right around the corner.
the Big PiCture
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now You know
In our last issue we asked for more information 
about this photo. Beanie Queen and King Sandra 
Henneman ’70 and Herb Roberts ’68 were gracious 
enough to give us some background on this time-
honored tradition. Here’s what they had to say:
“In 1964 during the Freshman Orientation 
Week, all freshman students were asked/
required to wear a beanie. Students were 
also invited to participate in decorating 
our freshman beanies, and all freshmen 
voted on the winners. Mine was decorated 
with sunglasses on the back and ‘I’m 
looking for an education.’ It also looks like 
there were locks of paper hair and gold 
ribbons on the burgundy beanie, school 
colors, of course. It was a very fun week 
for our fresh faced, naive, excited, eager, 
anxious, maybe a little scared, and very 
young freshman students.”
—Henneman
“As I recall, I scrounged around, found 
some old stuffed dog, took its ears, sewed 
them to the sides of the beanie, found this 
scholarly looking stuffed owl, and sewed 
it on top just to have something done on 
the beanie. I don’t know really what all 
was included in the selection process, but 
I recall an embarrassing moment in the 
panel interview where they asked me the 
meaning of my beanie decoration. I think I 
said something ad hoc and very intellectual 
like it signified coming into UMM like 
a lop-eared, dopey dog and eventually 
leaving as a wise older owl.” 
—Roberts
Thank you for sharing your stories!
it’s Your turn
How would you caption the photo at left? Send your 
ideas to urel@morris.umn.edu for a chance to see 
them printed in the next issue!
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UMMAA  
Board of Directors
Greta Alms ’04, president
Amy Doll-Wohlers ’90
Ryan Fair ’01
Donnay Green ’05, immediate past president
Beverly Maloney Harren ’66 
Dillon McBrady ’13
Dan Moore ’07, first vice president
Curtis Teberg ’70
Larry Traversie ’00
Elizabeth Thoma ’11
Ryan Vettleson ’98
Susan Von Mosch ‘78
Office of Alumni  
Relations and  
Annual Giving
Carla Riley ’85  
director of external relations
Alisande Allaben  
annual giving and database coordinator 
Erin Schellin Christensen ’05
associate director of alumni relations  
and annual giving
Beverly Metzger
principle office and admisitrative specialist
alumni@morris.umn.edu 
320-589-6066 
morris.umn.edu/alumni
morris 
ConneCt 
Our students want  
to hear from you! 
Connect online with current 
Morris students and alumni 
for mentoring, networking, 
and professional  
opportunities!
morris.umn.edu/alumni/
morrisconnect
Greta Alms ’04, President of the UMM 
Alumni Association
I am honored to serve as president of the university of 
Minnesota, Morris Alumni Association this year. Being a 
student at Morris is an experience I would repeat over and over. 
Being on the board of directors for the alumni association has 
renewed my awe for that experience, the caliber of students who 
attend Morris, and the strength of the Morris community.
This community thrives because of your generosity. As an 
alum you can give back in a number of ways: you can serve on 
the UMMAA board of directors, support Morris financially as a 
donor, join Morris Connect and mentor students, participate 
in Alumni and Students networking day, share your stories 
and photos from when you attended Morris, nominate a fellow alum for the distinguished 
Alumni Award, and so much more. we are a community, and working together to make it 
great is the best way to success.
I am proud to be a Morris alum and am excited to share this next year with you. 
Remember—we are Morris!
thank you for supporting 
morris each year.  
Your generosity makes a 
difference—today, tomorrow,  
and beyond.
Allison Wolf ‘15, MCSA President, and Cory 
Schroeder ‘16, MCSA Vice President
For the most current event information, visit morris.umn.edu/alumni/events.
Events take place on campus unless otherwise noted.
uPComing Alumni eVents
 April 10–11 Jazz Fest
 May 2 Bill Stewart Celebration
  Minneapolis
 May 9 52nd Commencement
  UMMAA Board Meeting
 May 21 Morris at the Saint Paul Saints
  Saint Paul
 June 19–20 Class of 1965 50th Reunion
 August 8 UMMAA Board Meeting 
  Twin Cities
 October 2–4 Homecoming 2015
 October 3 UMMAA Board Meeting
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look 
who’s 
BACk!
Andrea wald ’17 and nancy 
Anderson Johnson ’65
Careers in Biology Alumni 
Speaker levi Simonson ’10
 Jim winter ’68
lisa Zimmerman nori ’91 
and Julie Banks nelson ’90
latterell Visiting Alumna 
Kathryn Sullivan  
Montovan ’05
Careers in Biology Alumni Speaker Maggie 
Boerner Baldwin ’10 with Associate Professor 
of Biology Timna Odegaard Wyckoff ’94
dan Gohman ’01 with 
Associate Professor of 
Computer Science Kristin 
Kaster lamberty ’00
Jen Anderson Schaust ’94 and cousins Carson 
and Cody
Brendan Brandt ’04 works with theatre students
Careers in Biology Alumni 
Speaker Chelsea Antilla 
Alexander ’06 with Head 
Volleyball Coach Chad 
Braegelmann ’00
Taylor Giving and Marcus 
Messer ’94
dave ’68 and Marian JohnsonMichael Kennedy ’70Arne Kildegaard and 
lue Her ’97
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Community of 
Scholars
More than 40 alumni 
volunteered for the 9th 
annual Community of 
Scholars event. They 
helped Morris identify 
its next wave of student 
leaders: recipients of the 
campus’s most prestigious 
competitive scholarships.
Morris on the Move: Wisconsin
Alumni enjoyed refreshments and socializing at the home of e. dennis ’69  
and Sue Guter Zahrbock ’71. Pictured, from left to right: Karley Silverberg  
DePatto ’05, Chief Development Officer Susan Schmidgall, Thomas  
Holloway ’75, Associate director of Alumni Relations and Annual Giving  
erin Schellin Christensen ’05, Curt larson ’68, Gary Boylan ’72, Katherine 
dunker Boylan ’72, Sandee Guter larson ’71, Sue Guter Zahrbock ’71, and  
e. dennis Zahrbock ’69.
Morris Meets DC
Alumni and friends met up in the capital for a social 
gathering with special guest Minnesota Supreme Court 
Chief Justice lorie Skjerven Gildea ’83.
Morris at the Saints
Current and prospective students joined alumni and friends, 
including special guest Rusty Kath ’03, to cheer on the Saint Paul 
Saints. Above: Kath with Angie Forkrud Kath ’04. Above left: 
Tim, luke ’16, and diane Raymond. Far left: James Adams ’81, 
Matt williams.
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Minnesota Lakes 
Maritime Museum 
Event
Alumni and friends joined Bruce 
olson ’75, MlMM director and 
uMMAA past president, for an 
exclusive museum tour. Shown  
at left: dennis Gimmestad ’73 ,  
uMMAA past president, with  
olson at the museum.
Cougar Golf Outing
Friends of Cougar Football got together on the golf course.
First-Year Ice 
Cream Social
The uMMAA 
welcomed new students 
to campus with ice 
cream floats.
Chancellor’s 
Advisory 
Council
The Chancellor’s 
Advisory Council met 
to discuss matters 
impacting the campus’s 
future.
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Senior Banquet
The uMMAA invited members of the Class of 2015  
to a celebratory event in their honor.
Midwinter
Alumni and friends enjoyed an evening at the 
St. Paul Hotel.
Pizza Night in Morris
Students and alumni, together with their 
families, got together in downtown Morris 
for pizza, networking, and more.
Morris on the Move to the 
Wrigley Mansion
Alumni and friends enjoyed lunch with the 
Chancellor and took in a tour of the Phoenix,  
Arizona, mansion.
Pictured from left to right: Gary McGrath ’65, 
Margaret Payne, Professor emeritus Tap Payne, larry 
Schmitt, doug libby ’65, Pam Berg Schmitt ’69, 
Janice libby ’65, Chancellor Jacqueline Johnson, 
Marian Spoden Mulligan ’74, Gerry Mulligan ’73, 
Gary Sethney ’69, darlene Peterson Hauschild, 
Ardean Hauschild (wCSA ’53)
left to right: Paige Tighe ’04, Kevin ely ’04, Sareen dunleavy Keenan ’01, Curtis 
Seelen ’02, Michael urness ’02
left to right: Cathy Allen ’75, James  
Hamilton ’75, Jan Rutkowski ’74
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Class of ’66
Paulette Fairbanks Molin has 
been working on Toy Tipis and Totem 
Poles: Native American Stereotypes in 
the Lives of Children, curated from 
the Hirschfelder-Molin native 
American Stereotypes Collection, 
at the university of Arkansas at 
little Rock’s Sequoyah national 
Research Center. The exhibit 
highlights items dealing with 
children and stereotypes of native 
Americans that are omnipresent 
in the lives of American children. 
Its purpose is to create awareness 
of the variety of native cultures 
and to educate the public on the achievements of contemporary 
American Indians and Alaska natives.
word has been received of the death of Alton travland  
(WCSA ’56, Morris ’66), draper, utah, in July 2014.
Ione Kleven passed away March 2014 at the age of 94. After 
receiving her degree in elementary education from Morris, Ione 
served as an elementary-school principal until her retirement. 
Philip berends, Saint Charles, passed away May 2014. He spent 
his career as a veterinarian at the Saint Charles Veterinary Clinic 
until his retirement in 2011. He is survived by his wife, Barb; 
three children; and six grandchildren.
Class of ’67
Mike larson has released his sixth children’s book, Holiday 
Adventures for Kids. Mike can be contacted at  
mklarson@frontiernet.net.
Jeanine Fluegel hess has retired from her career as a pharmacist.
Class of ’68
Curtis larson has retired from 3M. He writes: “volunteer 
bending nails at Habitat for Humanity in Minnesota, wisconsin, 
and south. Parenting mentor. Grandchildren!”
Class of ’69
John l. Goggin, Apple Valley, passed away october 2014 after 
a long battle with cancer. He is survived by his sister, niece, 
nephews, and friends.
bill Salisbury retired in January after “50+ years in journalism, 
36 of which he spent at the Pioneer Press,” writes editor Mike 
Burbach. After graduating Bill worked at the daily Fairmont Sentinel 
before joining the Rochester Post-Bulletin. He joined the Pioneer Press 
in 1977, served as the washington correspondent from 1994–99, 
then returned to the state Capitol bureau.
Class of ’70
ronna rambow Flesner passed away december 2014. until her 
retirement in 1999 she worked as a paraprofessional at little Falls 
High School. She is survived by husband, Dennis ’69; children 
denelle Flesner-Czech, nicole Flesner, and Tiffany Flesner ’97; 
siblings, including Lyle Rambow ’78; and six grandchildren. 
Class of ’71
Sandra Guter larson reports that her life can be described as 
“quilt, quilt, quilt, play with five grandkids, kayak the Saint Croix 
River.”
robert langmaack reports the arrival of his third grandchild.
Class of ’72
bruce Miller writes: “In 
September 2014 I earned 
an emmy for my work on a 
Minnesota Public Television 
(tpt) program that we shot last 
fall. The program, Farm Fresh 
Road Trip, was done under the 
sponsorship of Minnesota Farmers 
union and was nominated for an 
emmy in a brand-new category 
called lifestyle: For a Program/
Special/Series. It was up against five competitors in the Upper 
Midwest. I won as a producing partner. In that capacity I helped 
plan the show; name the show; select all the farmer and chef 
participants in the show; arrange for local, onsite media; hire a 
still photographer to capture the event; travel with the public TV 
team, led by my friend, Mary lahammer, to each of the locations 
(duluth, Vergas, Hutchinson, Saint Peter, Minneapolis, Saint 
Paul); I was on every shoot and was a part of this production from 
beginning up to the final edit. What a great team to work with: I 
am very proud of our achievement. Thank you to all who have sent 
me words of congratulation and encouragement.”
Mary “Mur” Webster Pulver passed away May 2014 in Sarasota, 
Florida. According to her obituary, her “biggest thrill during her 
fours years [at Morris] was receiving an award for ‘Best Actress in 
a leading Role’ from the theatre department [for her work] in 
the production of The House of Bernada Alba, directed by [Professor 
emeritus] George Fosgate.” Mary is survived by her husband, 
don; sister Judy (Richard) Edinger ’68; and brothers doug and 
Twig Webster ’76 (Shaune Wunder ’98).
Class of ’75 
Charles A. bawden, Chickasha, oklahoma, passed away July 
2014. He was a licensed and trained chef who enjoyed cooking 
and “making messes” in the kitchen and who worked in hotel and 
restaurant management for 30 years. 
Sandy Schultz hasal reports that her “first grandchild, Evan 
Maxwell Fisher, was born September 2014.”
Class of ’76
tom and Patty Dalquist ’81 Wilczek are living in little Falls 
after many years in Montana, north dakota, and Texas. Their 
daughter, emily, still lives in north dakota, and their son, 
Matthew, lives in the netherlands.
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Class of ’78
lyle rambow, Morris, retired from Morris Area High School in 
June 2014. lyle was a full-time upper-level math teacher for 36 
years as well as head coach for the Tiger baseball team and varsity 
assistant football coach for boys and girls basketball. He taught 
math at Morris in the fall and coached the Cougar football team. 
Jerry Witt, Morris, retired from Morris Area High School in 
June 2014. Jerry taught sixth-grade for 35 years and was the head 
coach of the Tiger football team. His retirement plans include 
cabinetmaking, golfing, gardening, and fishing.
Monica Wilmes Wepking reports that her “daughter, Jennifer, 
married Marshall doeden on July 14, 2014, in Sibley, Iowa, where 
they are making their home. Marshall and Jenn run the Sibley 
Inn.”
loren hacker has taken a new position as superintendent of the 
Hancock Area Schools. 
Mary berscheid writes that she “recently retired after 20 years 
teaching, 19 years in edgewood Independent School district, San 
Antonio.” She is engaged in “volunteer work with the citywide 
trap/neuter/release program through the Feral Cat Coalition.”
nancy larson Itzen writes: “I retired last spring after teaching 
secondary english for 35 years. My husband, Monty, and I 
will winter at our new home in Jupiter, Florida. our 23-year-
old daughter Bria is in graduate school at MSuM for school 
psychology. life is good!”
Class of ’79
John Keskinen writes: “Recovering from shoulder replacement 
surgery (dom. arm), doing little else...many musical interests 
set aside for now. Retirement seems likely within the next 
few months. Sad to have missed the Phi Mu delta reunion in 
october.”
Class of ’80
“The Man with the Bionic Brain: And other Victories over 
Paralysis” by Jon Mukand, was shortlisted for the Stanford 
university libraries sixth william Saroyan International Prize for 
writing (Saroyan Prize).
Class of ’85 
lieutenant Eric M. berglin has retired from the united States 
government as a federal law enforcement officer after 25 years. He 
and his wife will be moving back to Minnesota from Virginia.
ruth Friederichs Segler was named Teacher of the Year for the 
Fairbanks, Alaska, borough. Segler, who teaches at north Pole 
Elementary School, is now a finalist for the Alaska Teacher of the 
Year award.
Class of ’86
tim Goodmanson received emmy 
nominations for his work on both All My 
Children and One Life to Live. The shows tied 
for the award, resulting in two wins for the 
uMM Alumni Association distinguished 
Alumni Award winner.
Class of ’87
William “bill” r. Itzen, Herman, passed away August 2014. 
He farmed near Herman for many years and later worked as a 
caregiver for Saint Francis Health Services in the Hancock and 
Morris areas until his retirement in 2012. Bill enjoyed gardening, 
deer hunting, traveling, and driving to check crops. He is survived 
by his siblings and many nieces and nephews.
 
Kim Marie Vanhoudt, Faribault, passed away January 2014 
following a sudden illness. Kim began her career at the Faribault 
Regional Center and later moved to the Faribault Correctional 
Facility as a corrections officer. Her obituary reads: “Kim enjoyed 
helping others...and enjoyed spending time with her family, 
especially her niece and nephews, her friends, and working in 
her gardens.” She is survived by her mother, brother, niece and 
nephews, and her beloved dog, Purdie.
Celebrating with Pat and Jim Tanner as they receive the Cougar Hall 
of Fame award, Homecoming 2014, are members of their proud 
family. Front Row: Megan Seaton Kelzenberg ’08, Terry Tanner 
Mehr ’81, Pat Tanner, Jim Tanner, Jenny Tanner Seaton ’80, Tim 
Tanner. Back Row: Corey Kelzenberg ’08, Jeff Tanner ’78, Robin 
Vipond Tanner ’78, Emily Mehr ’13, Paul Seaton ’78.
Beta Sigma Psi brothers nile 
Fellows ’75, rick reed,  
Mick Thorsland ’70, John 
Habedank ’81, Todd  
Lundquist ’77, Bill  
Neuenfeldt ’80, Everett  
Lien ’73, Mark Kraft ’79,  
tom larson, lloyd nelson, 
and Randy Nelson ’79 enjoyed 
their annual golf outing.
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Vonna Anderson reports that she retired in 2011 and is enjoying 
every minute of retirement. She has very fond memories of 
Morris and Phi Mu delta.
Class of ’88
Joe Johnson reports: “uMM alumni FARSIde have been 
reunited for a few gigs! looking for a fun wedding dance band? 
Call me!”
Denise Widmark Carroll writes: “I am teaching first-grade for 
the fifteenth year and am in my 25th year with the Fridley school 
district. My husband and I live in new Brighton with three of our 
four children.”
Class of ’89
Miriam Drange Jacobson, Mukilteo, washington, passed away 
from pancreatic cancer at her home in May 2014. Miriam is 
survived by her husband, Keith ’84; her four children; and 
siblings, including Sharon Drange Rowan ’82.
Douglas rollins III, Milbank, South dakota, passed away 
November 2013. He spent his life working for the Union Pacific 
Railroad as stationmaster at Green River, wyoming, and later for 
the Soo line Railroad as an engineer—his true love. He is survived 
by his wife and three children.
Elanda tomason hanson, Morris, passed away october 
2014. while working as a custodian at Morris she completed 
a degree in art and geology. She was preceded in death by her 
husband, Melvin. elanda is survived by her two children, three 
grandchildren, and four great-grandchildren. 
Class of ’94
Jennifer Flatten is pleased to announce her marriage to Kevin 
lott in June 2014.
heidi berg Seppelt and troy Seppelt ’96 write: “Back to the 
Midwest! After three years living in western Colorado, we have 
moved to Stevens Point, wisconsin. Troy is now the dean of students 
at the university of wisconsin-Stevens Point and Heidi is a student 
records specialist for the Stevens Point Area School district.  
emily (14), Max (12), and Sophie (9) are enjoying the new 
community, and everyone is happy to be closer to family.”
Class of ’98
Anna M. larson, waubun, became the new pastor for Circles of 
Faith united Church of Christ in waubun in June. She taught for 
two years at the Albert lea learning Center before deciding to 
go to Minnesota State university, Mankato to pursue a master of 
fine arts in creative writing. While earning her degree she had two 
poems published in County Lines, a Minnesota sesquicentennial poetry 
anthology. She continued her work in many nonprofits and found 
a desire to work with churches and religious organizations for about 
five years before starting seminary. Once a faith-based homeless 
shelter she was working with moved away, she decided to interview 
for the chaplaincy program as a vocation. She was admitted to the 
program without a seminary education. She later matriculated as a 
full-time master of divinity student at united Theological Seminary 
in 2009. during that time she was able to work with ceremonialist 
duke Addicks on his family-history projects. Anna graduated from 
seminary in 2013 and worked as a paraprofessional with ninth-graders 
in Starbuck. She was contacted a year later by the uCC conference 
minister and was able to preach on a regular schedule at Hancock. 
She writes: “long overdue update on my life, but as you can see, it’s 
been a long and winding road. I’ve also learned to play guitar and have 
composed songs for worship.”
Class of ’99
For the third year in a row, Julie brotzler Fisk, attorney with 
Quinlivan & Hughes law firm, Saint Cloud, has been named a Rising 
Star by Thomson Reuters. She is in the top 2.5 percent of lawyers 
younger than 40 in the state. Fisk joined the firm a year ago and lives 
in the Saint Cloud area with her husband and two children.
Class of ’00
Sarah Gravalin Warrington reports: “we were blessed with another 
baby girl in February 2014. lyla Jane is a welcome addition to the 
family. I am starting my 11th year at Breckenridge Schools, where I 
continue to teach eleventh- and twelfth-grade english. My husband, 
danny, is working on his business degree at the university of 
Minnesota-Crookston after graduating from the north dakota State 
College of Science this last May. our other children are Mathias 
(10), eva (8), and nora (4).”
Michael torres and Jill Farris ’01 welcomed daughter, Sylvia Jane, 
June 2014. Sylvia is loved and adored by big sister Beatrice.
neil Mattson received tenure at Cornell university and is now an 
associate professor of horticulture. Much of neil’s research focuses on 
technologies to grow greenhouse plants using fewer natural resources. 
He has consulted with artist Jeff Koons regarding use of live flowers in 
sculptures. neil and his wife, Janell Alvstad-Mattson, have lived in 
Ithaca, new York, for seven years with their two children. Janelle is a 
stay-at-home mom who also runs a local family-resources website.
Andrea Schueler Valley ’98 writes: “uMM grads love serving 
students at Stillwater Area High School! we gathered to honor our 
alma mater at last spring’s college signing day.”
Andrea Schueler Valley ’98, Corey Quick ’91, Rachel Muscoplat 
Steil ’98, Darby Whitehill ’93, Andy Weaver ’85
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Ryan ’06 and Kim Kasl ’06 Live Small and Debt-Free
Ryan ’06 and Kim Johnson Kasl ’06—along with their children, Sully 
and Story—traded in their 1,900-square-foot home for a 207-square-foot 
Tiny House. This house allows the family to live sustainably, affordably, and 
adventurously.
The Kasls received their house on FYI’s Tiny House Nation late last year 
and have since begun to live in a much more efficient way. Throughout 
the process, they have applied sustainable ethics and practices they learned 
during their undergraduate days at Morris.
“Our experience at Morris really solidified our values regarding 
sustainability, taught us to question social conventions, and made us critical 
thinkers, specifically concerning our goals, who we set them for, and how we 
achieve them,” say Ryan and Kim.
Class of ’01
nora C. Sanstad was recognized in spring 2014 as the Volunteer 
Attorney Program’s volunteer attorney of the year for her pro-
bono service to low-income clients in northeast Minnesota. She 
dedicated more than 300 hours of volunteer legal representation 
to clients who otherwise would not have had a voice in the civil-
justice system. nora is now working with the Civil division of the 
Saint Louis County Attorney’s Office in Duluth.
Class of ’02 
nathan laCoursiere was named one of Minnesota lawyer’s “up-
and-coming” attorneys for 2014 in recognition of his professional 
accomplishments, community service, and commitment within 
his last 10 years of service. Much of nathan’s time over the last 
two years has been aimed at resolving the public health and 
safety threat that consumed duluth as a result of the retail sale 
of synthetic drugs. He reported on the challenging battle at both 
the Minnesota Criminal Justice Institute in Saint Paul and the 
International Municipal lawyers Association Annual Conference 
in Baltimore.
Class of ’04
The Robert wood Johnson Foundation has awarded university of 
Kansas Medical Center Research Assistant Professor Christina 
M. Pacheco, Jd, a 24-month grant through the new Connections 
program. Pacheco is among a select group of junior investigators 
to receive the grant. It will allow her to examine the effects of 
tribal colleges’ smoking policies on smoking prevalence, quit 
attempts, and exposure to secondhand smoke. Pacheco will create 
both a national database of tribal colleges and university campus 
tobacco policies and a toolkit to aid tribal colleges interested in 
implementing smoke-free policies.
rebecca Johnson reports that she and Scott Summerer were 
married April 14, 2014, in las Vegas, nevada.
Gina Westlund lund reports that she started working at Polaris 
Industries in May.
Class of ’06
Jennifer Wellan, Champlin, married Thomas Clements on June 
22, 2014.
Class of ’07
lightSide labs, cofounded in 2013 by Elijah Mayfield, 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, has been acquired by Turnitin, a 
popular plagiarism-checking application. Mayfield’s startup 
uses machine learning to develop a writing assistant that offers 
feedback and suggestions as students work through their writing 
drafts.
remi ’10 and 
Kelley Swanlund 
Patriot ’10, Saint 
Paul, recently were 
married in both 
Minnesota and 
France. 
Douglas ’10 and 
Darla Stevens 
Armstrong ’10 were 
married July 19 in 
darla’s hometown of 
Aitkin. 
—Pengxeu Thao ’15, Roseville
Thao writes for the Office of University Relations and is Editor 
in Chief of The University Register.
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theresa S. Wivinus Praveen writes: “I am happy to report that 
I have had a lot of big changes over the past few years. In 2013 I 
had gastric bypass and have lost 150 pounds, with my next big goal 
being able to run my first 5k in the summer of 2014. My husband 
and I celebrated our three-year anniversary and traveled to India 
in June 2014 to visit his family and to take part in his brother’s 
long-awaited marriage! All in all, life is good!”
Jessie hass is happy to report that she has a new job at Chisago 
lakes High School.
Class of ’08
nate Swanson joined Target Corporation’s Corporate 
Compliance and ethics department as an analyst in September 
2014. He looks forward to connecting with other Morris Cougars 
working at Target Corp.
Class of ’09
Andrew Preus has taken his first parish as ordained clergy at 
Trinity lutheran Church in Guttenberg, Iowa, after earning 
degrees from Concordia lutheran Theological Seminary in Saint 
Catherine’s, ontario, and Concordia Theological Seminary in 
Fort wayne, Indiana.
work by Peter ray was featured on Minnesota Public Radio’s Wits. 
Ray’s short story, a winner of “The Bad Gaiman Challenge,” was 
read on-air by author neil Gaiman.
Sheila nezhad is a new operations associate for Headwaters 
Foundation for Justice, a catalyst for social, economic, racial, 
and environmental justice that works through grant-making and 
organizational assistance.
Christina Osthus graduated from Black Hills State university 
with a master’s of education in reading and completed her 
fifth year of teaching English language arts at the E.A.G.L.E. 
Center alternative program in eagle Butte, South dakota. She is 
continuing in her calling and glad to be putting her new degree to 
good use.
Class of ’11
Kayla Keena writes: “Since graduating three years ago I have 
been working full-time at lakes Crisis & Resource Center in 
Detroit Lakes. I first 
worked in the brand-new 
shelter where we serve 
women and children who 
are victims of domestic 
violence. This past october 
I switched over to another 
program within the agency, 
Positive Connections, to 
be a full-time parenting 
coach. I coach parents and 
supervise visitation between 
them and their children. 
I’ve also recently started 
helping with developmental 
work on the side by arranging fundraisers, updating policies and 
procedures, etc. It’s stressful work, but extremely rewarding, 
and I am happy every day that I am working in a career that 
Morris prepared me for. I continue to play clarinet in the local 
community band and absolutely love it. I also have a two-year-old 
niece, and she is the light of my life. In June Corissa hentges 
and I took a week’s vacation and road-tripped out to denver, 
Colorado, to meet up with a good friend of ours. It was quite the 
adventure!”
Deborah Schneiderman is part of the university of Minnesota 
research team that laid the groundwork for producing copolymers 
made entirely from sugar-derived building blocks. The new 
materials are the first bio-based block copolymers with the 
potential to go stride-for-stride in cost and performance with 
petroleum-based polyester elastomers and hard plastics.
Class of ’12
Amanda ‘Mandy’ Cornell and Eric nielsen were married in 
Stillwater on May 24, 2014. (eric proposed during the 2012 
Morris graduation ceremony.)
Class of ’13
Shauna K. Wimmer Valdez writes: “I have been working as a 
mental health counselor at South Metro Human Services in Saint 
Paul since June 2013. I also do volunteer Spanish translation and 
interpretation work for Kinship of Greater Minneapolis, where 
I facilitate communication between Kinship social workers and 
Spanish-speaking families to match children with mentors who 
share their interests.”
Anika Kildegaard performed in december with the Saint Paul 
Chamber orchestra Chorale in a performance of Handel’s Messiah 
in Saint Mary’s Basilica in Minneapolis.
Class of ’14
laura holland is living in Saint Paul this year, working with 
AmeriCorps VISTA at the Hmong American Partnership.
Faculty/staff
robinson “robie” S. Abbott, Morris, passed away July 2014. 
Robie joined the faculty in 1961 and taught general biology, plant 
ecology, plant morphology, plant taxonomy, and oceanography. 
He led annual field trips to Lake Itasca as well as trips to Arizona 
and Texas to study desert and ocean environments. He served as 
acting chair and chair of the division of Science and Mathematics 
in the 60s and 70s. Robie retired in 1991 after 30 years of service. 
He is survived by his wife Rose Marie, and children rodman 
Abbott ’80 (Shelley), Jane Abbott Watts ’82, Bartram  
Abbott ’85 (Peggy ’85), and Braden Abbott ’89 (Cynthia). 
Vicente Cabrera Funes, professor of Spanish, passed away July 
2014. Author of six books of fiction, five books of academic 
research, and numerous contributions to international journals 
and newspapers over his four-decade career in academia, 
Vicente was honored with the university of Minnesota, 
Morris distinguished Faculty Research Award in 2003. widely 
acknowledged for his breadth of knowledge and dynamic, 
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send us your Class notes. Please 
include high-resolution photos!
Office of Alumni Relations and Annual Giving,  
Welcome Center, 600 E 4th St, Morris, MN 56267
alumni@morris.umn.edu  
or morris.umn.edu/alumni/classnote
Next Class Notes Deadline:  
May 20, 2015
“Faced with Great 
Opportunities”: 
Bruce Allen Nord
Bruce Allen nord, 
one of the university of 
Minnesota, Morris’s 13 
original faculty members, 
passed away in September 
at the age of 80. during his 
30-year tenure at Morris, 
nord helped foster the 
international scope of the 
university of Minnesota.
nord was born to Herbert and Myrtle nord on 
September 1, 1934, in Minneapolis. He attended South 
High School and, after graduating in 1952, attended 
the university of Minnesota. nord went on to graduate 
school at the university of Chicago in 1957.
In 1960 nord began his tenure at Morris, where he taught sociology and 
anthropology until 1990. during this time he made contributions to the university of 
Minnesota through his service on committees at the Twin Cities campus. 
nord’s research agenda included the area of Mexican social policy. He published 
two books on the topic: Mexican Social Policy: Affordability, Conflict and Progress and Mexico City’s 
Alternative Futures.
nord was united in marriage to Judith Tjosaas of Milan in September 1957, and 
the two had three children. He was steward to 80 acres, where he fished, hunted, 
gardened, and planted an orchard of more than 150 apple trees.
nord is survived by daughter Heather ’80; son Vernon; ex-wife Judy (edgar) 
nord-Johnson; brothers Gerald (lori) and donald (Jean-deceased); nieces Barbara 
and denise; and nephews Mitchell, william, Mark, and eric. He was preceded in 
death by his parents; son Aaron; and half-sister, eleanor.
passionate classroom presence, Vicente taught numerous 
courses in Spanish and Latin American literature and film, 
exploring questions of culture and identity, emigration and 
exile and the literary uses of letters, confessions and memoirs. 
Prior to joining the faculty in 1987, he taught at Colorado State 
university, Fort Collins and lake Forest College, Illinois. Born 
and raised in ecuador, Vicente studied law and social sciences 
at the universidad Católica in Quito. He received his master’s 
and doctorate degrees from the university of Massachusetts, 
Amherst, where he specialized in Spanish poetry. Vicente is 
survived by his daughter lisa Cabrera Terry and grandson 
Antonio Cabrera. He was preceded in death by his son  
Jay Cabrera.
nancy Volker, Herman, passed away September 2014. nancy 
worked in duplicating Services from 1982 until her retirement 
in 2013. nancy passed away September 2014 after a four-year 
battle with cancer. She is survived by her husband, Kevin, 
children Aaron ’04 (Molly Cahill ’05) Volker and Kayla  
Volker ’13, mother, siblings, and many nephews and nieces.  
She is preceded in death by her granddaughter. 
laura lynn Welle, willmar, passed away in May 2014 after a 
battle with cancer. She was a longtime art teacher at willmar 
Junior High School and willmar Senior High School as well 
as an adjunct professor at Morris until 2011. She participated 
in Plein Aire, a group of artists from around the world, 
attending workshops and putting on shows in Germany, Russia, 
and Israel. She is survived by her husband, Alan; two sons; 
grandchild; brother; and sister. 
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Mark Fohl, athletic  
director, updates and 
Cougar announcements
MEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
The team took fifth at the Upper 
Midwest Athletic Conference (uMAC) 
Championships this fall, headlined by  
a 17th-place finished by Marcus  
langevin ’17, Thief River Falls. declan 
McCrory ’16, Plymouth, was the  
second-best finisher for the Cougars, 
taking 23rd. 
WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
For the first time in school history, the team won the Upper Midwest Athletic 
Conference (uMAC) Championship. The Cougars dominated the meet, 
finishing 27 points ahead of second-place St. Scholastica. Amanda Peters ’15, 
Lonsdale, was the individual champion. All five Morris runners who scored 
points finished in the top seven. Peters; Rachel Wingenbach ’16, Mandan, 
north dakota; laura Borkenhagen ’16, Truman; nicole denziel ’16, eagan; 
and Hannah Goemann ’18, wells, were named to the uMAC All-Conference 
Team. Peters finished 17th at the All-Region meet, which earned her All-
Region honors. Head Coach Jeremy Karger Gatzow was named the uMAC 
Coach of the Year.
FOOTBALL
The team failed to 
win a game in 2014, 
but it saw great 
improvement on the 
defensive side of the 
ball. The Cougars 
ranked 28th in the 
country in fumbles 
recovered. They 
forced 19 turnovers 
overall on the year. 
Cody Hickman ’15,  
Morris, wrapped up his career with 497 total tackles, the fourth-most in 
northern Athletics Collegiate Conference (nACC) division III football 
history. He also was named All-west Region Third Team for the second straight 
year. The football team had three players named All-uMAC; Hickman was the 
defensive Player of the Year. donnie Mavencamp ’17, Maple lake, ranked 32nd 
in the nation in punting on the year. He also was named to the uMAC First 
Team. Drew Marshall ’16, Hayfield, was named to the UMAC Second Team for 
his work at defensive end.
It was another 
successful fall season 
for the Cougars, 
headlined by the 
women’s cross country 
team winning its 
first-ever UMAC 
Championship. For 
the second straight 
year, both soccer teams and the volleyball 
team played for a uMAC Tournament 
Championship on the same day. 
The women’s cross country team won 
the uMAC Meet by 27 points and was led 
by uMAC Champion Amanda Peters ’15, 
lonsdale. The Cougars followed that up 
with a top-ten finish in the Central Regional 
Meet, their highest finish in school history. 
Cross Country Head Coach Jeremy Karger-
Gatsow was named the uMAC Coach of 
the Year. Five runners were named to the 
All-Conference Team, and Peters earned 
All-Region after placing 17th at the Central 
Region Meet.
After the fall season Minnesota Morris 
ranks second in the Jerome Kruse standings, 
which honor the best athletic program in the 
UMAC based on UMAC regular season finishes 
in each sport. Morris has 39 points, three 
behind conference leader Saint Scholastica.
I am also excited about the winter sports 
scene and what our teams have accomplished 
so far, with the big portion of the season 
still to come. The spring season also is upon 
us, and our baseball and softball teams are 
coming off great seasons in 2014.
sAturDAY, APril 25
register at zapevent.com.
For more information, email
krue0279@morris.umn.edu  
or balka@morris.umn.edu.
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MEN’S GOLF
John Geiger ’16, new Prague, earned All-upper Midwest Athletic 
Conference (uMAC) honors after taking eighth place at the  
UMAC Tournament. The men’s team finished third overall. Tyler 
Sachariason ’16, Montevideo, placed tenth in the tournament. The team 
also finished third at the Northwestern Invite, a tie for its highest finish 
of the year.
WOMEN’S GOLF
The team finished fourth at the Northern Athletics Collegiate 
Conference (nACC) Championships this fall. It was led by newcomer 
Kelsey Wattenhofer ’18, Litchfield, who finished fourth in the 
conference tournament. wattenhofer earned All-Conference honors 
this season thanks to her third-place finish. Katelyn Foster ’18, Osakis, 
finished 21st and Sarah Strenge ’16, Fulda, finished 26th. The team took 
first at both the Northwestern Invite and the Crown College Invitational.
MEN’S SOCCER
The team had six players named All-Conference after finishing second 
in the upper Midwest Athletic Conference (uMAC). It made its eighth-
straight trip to the uMAC Championship match. Cody Christ ’18, elk 
River, was named the Co-defensive Player of the Year. Christ was joined 
by devin Chuba ’15, elk River; Jacob Gindt ’16, woodbury; and  
Shingo Yamane ’17, Clara City, on the uMAC First Team. Zachary 
Jacobson ’18, Sartell, was named to the Second Team, and william 
wachutka was named Honorable Mention. Yamane headlined All-Region 
honors for the Cougars after being named to the north All-Region 
Second Team. Gindt and John Hastings ’15, Bloomington, were named 
Scholar All-Region Honorable Mention. As a team, the Cougars had 
12 shutouts on the year and allowed just 1.10 goals per match. Morris 
outscored its opponents 44-23 in 2014.
WOMEN’S SOCCER
Head Coach dan Magner was named the upper Midwest Athletic 
Conference (uMAC) Coach of the Year, and the Cougars made another 
trip to the uMAC Championship match. The team ranked 18th in  
the nation in shutout percentage. Rachael Berns ’15, Stillwater, was 
named the women’s soccer defensive Player of the Year, and Molly 
Hancuh ’18, Shoreview, was named the uMAC Rookie of the Year.  
Berns and Torri Jordan ’17, Fort Atkinson, wisconsin, were named  
to the national Soccer Coaches Association of America (nSCAA)  
All-Region Third Team. The team was honored for its academic success 
as well. Berns was named to the All-Region Second Team. Kebra  
Rogers ’15, Pierre, South dakota; Kelsi Kolle ’15, Sartell; and Christina 
Mollan ’15, Menomonie, wisconsin, were named to the honorable 
mention All-Region team.
VOLLEYBALL
The team had five players named All-Upper Midwest Athletic 
Conference (uMAC) after reaching the uMAC Championship for the 
second straight year. The team finished the year with a record of 23-12 
overall and 12-2 in the uMAC. during the season the Cougars beat a 
ranked team for the first time under Head Coach Chad Braegelmann. 
emily Auch ’15, Benson, and Abby Tietz ’16, Moorhead, were named 
to the uMAC First Team. Marissa ekness ’18, webster; Hannah 
Terhaar ’15, Andover; and Addie Vancura ’15, Barnesville, were uMAC 
Honorable Mentions. Auch became a member of the 1,000 dig/1,000 
kill club.
Class of ’6550 th Reunion
Friday, June 19  Saturday, June 20
Class of 1965 Reunion Schedule of Events
FriDAY, June 19, 2015
 5–8 p.m. Social Gathering 
sAturDAY, June 20, 2015
 10:30 a.m.  Brunch
 12–3 p.m.  Visit with classmates
 12–2 p.m.  Library tour and archives open
 1 p.m.  Renewable energy tour
 2 p.m.  Campus tour
 3 p.m.  Afternoon snacks
 5:30 p.m.  Banquet
To RSVP, view photos, read  
and submit biographies, chat  
with classmates online, and  
more, visit the Class of 1965 
reunion website: 
morris.umn.edu/alumni/reunion.
External Relations
Welcome Center
600 East Fourth Street
Morris, Minnesota 56267-2132
Follow us!
Students, faculty, staff, and alumni celebrated Black History Month at the annual BSU Soul Food Dinner. Keynote speaker was Dorothy Nins ’85. 
Shown here are Raniquah Jones ’17, Morris; Marisa Stevenson, academic services; Solomon Gashaw, associate professor of sociology; Gammachis 
Bokku ’16, Brooklyn Center; nins, Mieke Turkson ’15, Hopkins; Tsegereda lamesgin ’17, Sioux Falls, South dakota; Justin Terry ’18, Ripley, 
Mississippi.
